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Note:
Some of our tests
may come with
this style of single
use lancet.

Check thoroughly and do not proceed if any items are missing.
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Note:
If your test arrives with
a safety lancet that
looks like this:
Twist purple cap and pull off
when ready to use.
Press lancet firmly against skin
and firmly press purple button
only when ready to puncture.

Step by Step Guide

Step 1
Wash hands and 
use alcohol swab to
sterilize finger.

Step 2
Prick finger with single use lancet,
depressing the activating button only
when you are ready to prick your finger.

Step 3
Squeeze finger to draw and
pool a sufficient amount of
blood to fill collection tube.

Step 4
Draw collection tube
to blood, blood will fill
the collection tube.

Step 5
Ensure enough blood
is collected to fill tube
as per photo.

Step 6
Peel and remove cover from buffer tube
and firmly insert blood collection tube
into buffer container and proceed to
shake 3 times to mix well.

Step 7
Twist to remove the cap and add 3
drops of the blood solution into
the test cassette well as per photo.

Step 8
Use the Spark Mobile app to set a
15 minute timer, place test cassette
on camera card and follow the
onscreen instructions closely to
scan + analyze your result.

Before starting test, please install the app on your Smart Phone.
Follow instructions super carefully!

IMPORTANT
This is a single use
lancet, do not
depress the lancet
until you are ready
to use it as it will
only work one time.

Attention Android Users
The test app may request that you enter the test batch
number, this number is clearly located on the box your
Vitamin D Self-test came in.

This is a single use lancet, do not
depress the lancet until you are ready
to use it as it will only work one time.

Thick Blood!
If you have thicker blood, you may need to

squeeze finger firmly to pool enough blood to fill
the blood collection tube.
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